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Abstract: The rule based approach used to developing lexicon parser rule, this approach uses the rules and a lexicon to 

resolve the word ambiguity. It developed for English, Sindhi and Chinese languages. In this paper we developed, 

Lexicon parser for syntactic and semantics analysis of Devanagari script sentence by using Hindi wordnet. The rule 

based parser generates a parse tree that is generated by using semantic relationship. In the given Devanagari (Hindi) 

sentence, the parser identifies grammatical meaning of the words. Testing is performed with new 150 sentences and 

accuracy at different levels is calculated. The accuracy of 89.33% was achieved from Lexicon parser. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 The lexicon parser is developed for English, Sindhi and 

Chinese languages. But it has found that in Devanagari 

script there no lexicon parser is developed. The sentences 

should be syntactically and semantically correct in 

Devanagari. The sentences and words in this language are 

ambiguous, to this ambiguity problems are resolve by the 

lexicon parser rules. 
 

Devanagari is the main script used to write standard Hindi, 

Marathi and Nepali. It has been the most commonly used 

script for Sanskrit. This script, having the origin in ancient 

Brahmi script. 
 

Lexicon is a container for words belonging to the same 

language, where lots of words are common and where the 

differences may be marked word by word. It contains 

mostly words roots instead of complete words. The root 

are at the same time exclusive with respect to other words, 

where a root maps to a unique word and inclusive with to 

the different spellings of the same word. It is a declarative 

data structure which contains word entries and language 

rules. 
 

Parser is analyzing the text, made of a sequence of tokens, 

to determine its grammatical structure with respect to a 

given formal grammar. Lexicon parser works on a 

grammar organized around lexemes, to which are attached 
syntactic and semantic processing instructions. Every 

lexicon uses some language of lexical descriptors to 

specify lexical information about each word or word 

sense. Although a language processing system‟s 

knowledge about a particular word may be quite extensive, 

often the bulk of the knowledge is about the meaning 

rather than the lexical constraints on the word. Therefore, 

lexical descriptions tend to be relatively small, and many  

 

words, though they may differ greatly in meaning, will 

have the same lexical description. Central to our method 

of mapping lexical structure is the notion of 

indiscernibility. Two words are indiscernible in a specific 

lexicon just in case that lexicon assigns the same lexical 

descriptors to the words. Parsing is the de-linearization of 

linguistic input. That is the use of grammatical rules and 

other knowledge sources to determine the functions of the 

words in the sentence. The need for unambiguous 

representation has lead to a great effort in stochastic 

parsing. Devanagari has a rich system of inflectional 
ending. 
 

The proposed methodology uses a rule based parser. It 

consist of, process of analyzing input sentence of language 

syntactically and semantically. The main objective is to 

Design Lexicon Parser for syntactic and semantics 

analysis of Devanagari script sentence. Lexicon parser 

rules will be designed with the help of rule based 

approach, this approach uses the rules and a lexicon to 
resolve the word ambiguity. 
 

A. Overview of Devanagari Script 

Devanagari has evolved into a highly cursive script. Many 

languages in India, such as Hindi and Sanskrit, use 

Devanagari and many more languages throughout India 

use local variants of this script. 
 

Hindu scriptures are written in Devanagari, a fact 

illustrated by the etymology of the name. "Devanagari" is 

a compound word with two roots: deva means "deity", and 

nagari means "city". Together it implies a script that is 

religious as well as urbane or sophisticated. 
 

Devanagari is used in many Indian languages like Hindi, 

Nepali, Marathi, Sindhi etc. More than 300 million people 
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around the world use Devanagari script. This script forms 

the foundation of Indian languages. So Devanagari script 

plays a very major role in the development of literature 
and manuscripts. Devanagari script has about 11 vowels 

and 33 consonants.  

 

B. Rule-based approach 

In the rule-based approach, two components can usually 

be distinguished in an analyzer/generator [1]: a declarative 

component corresponding to linguistic knowledge and a 

procedural component which represent the 

analysis/generation strategy. Linguistic knowledge 

includes the grammar and the lexicon of the language 

while analysis/generation strategy is an algorithm which 
specifies in detail each of the operations involved in the 

process of analysis/generation. 

 

Rule based consists of: 

1. Process of analyzing input sentence of language 

syntactically and or     semantically. 

2. Process is controlled by dictionary and the rules. 

Rule-based parsing proceeds by searching through the set 

of rules in a grammar (and lexicon) to determine which 

rules may jointly be applied to produce a well formed 

syntactic structure for a sentence of the language described 

in the grammar. If no analysis for a sentence can be found 
using the rules in the grammar, then the sentence is 

ungrammatical. If more than one analysis is found, then 

the sentence is syntactically ambiguous. 

 

II.  LEXICON PARSER FOR DEVANAGARI 

SENTENCES 

A lexicon is a declarative data structure which contains 

word entries and language rules.  We studied linguistic 

facts carefully from grammar books and observed that a 

word may have more than one meaning.  In the traditional 

language lexicon, meaning and form of a word is stored. 
The information of words and their corresponding 

grammatical meanings are required. Therefore, two 

columns are defined in the lexicon database, one for words 

entry and second one for possible meaning of that word. 

The parser describe here is rule-based, not principle based, 

and in any case does not use any of the contemporary 

models of grammar.  
 

Parsing is a process by which an input string is analyzed 

and assigned a suitable structure. The computation of the 
syntactic structure of a sentence involves the grammar and 

the parsing technique. The grammar is a formal 

specification of the structures allowable in the language 

and the parsing technique is the method of analyzing an 

input sentence to determine its structure according to the 

grammar. The parser takes input as a Hindi sentence and 

using the rule base, lexical analyzer, analyzes each word 

for the sentence .And returns the base form of each word 

along with their attributes. The information is analyzes to 

get relations among the words in the sentences using if-

then rules. 
 

The Modules are as follows: 

      1. Design Lexical Parser 

      2. Syntactic and Semantic analysis 

 
Fig.1 System architecture of Lexicon parser 

 

A. Design Lexical Parser 

The Devanagari (Hindi) sentence which is the input for 

our first module i.e. lexical parser it generates a parse tree 

that is generated by using semantic relationship. 

 

A parser breaks data into smaller elements, according to a 

set of rules that describe its structure sequence of tokens 

(for example words), to determine its grammatical 

structure with respect to a given grammer. The semantic 
representation provide a simple description of the 

grammatical relationships in a sentence that can easily be 

understood and effectively used by people without 

linguistic expertise who want to extract textual relations. 

The sentence relationships are represented uniformly as 

semantic relations between pairs of words. We have 

design our own lexical parser for getting the tag 

information and context-free structure grammar 

representation of source structure. The nouns, pronouns, 

verb, adverbs, adjectives etc are stored in a Data structure 

i.e. Collection (Array List).  

 
1.1. Tokenization 

The input Hindi Text is send to the tokenizer which 

divides the given phrase on the basis of spaces between 

them into constituents called tokens which are then passed 

to further phases. 

For example, the sentence: 

is broken into tokens. 

TABLE I 
HOW THE SENTENCE BROKEN INTO TOKENS 

 Token1 (noun) 

 Token2 
(adverb) 

 Token3 (verb) 

 Token4 (verb) 
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1.2. Tagging Algorithm for Hindi text 

1. Take input text 

2. Tokenize input text. 
3. Store all words into array WORD 

4. Select each word one by one from array WORD. 

5. Search and compare selected word from lexicon 

6. If word is found one or more times, then store 

associated tag or tags of word into array TAGS 

7. If one tag is stored in array TAGS, then display 

word with associated tag as an output. 

8. Else select one or more linguistic rules and search 

most appropriate tag for a word by applying rules 

9. Display word with associated tag as an output. 
 

1.3.  Ambiguity Resolution 

The rules considering the tags for surrounding words are 

used for resolving ambiguities at different levels. Before 

the step of ambiguity resolution, each word is attached 

with number of tags. Since a particular word may have 

number of tags, there is need to check which tag is 

applicable to a particular word in a sentence, for example a 

word present in a nounlist in Hindi wordnet, can be tagged 

with a noun as well as an adjective tag. For this purpose, 

there is need to apply certain rules depending upon the 
grammatical category of preceding or succeeding words. 

These rules should be prioritized. First level of ambiguity 

exists when a particular word can have number of tags of 

different grammatical category. The rules should check the 

grammatical category for the surrounding words so that it 

can conclude the tag of that particular word. Eg. Consider 

the two sentences (Tum Khana khao) and  (Tum Fhal 

khana). In the first sentence, „khana‟ is a noun preceded by 

a verb. Whereas in the second sentence, verb followed by 

noun. Following figure shows the working of the first 

module i.e. lexical parser. 
 

 
Fig.6 Illustration for Lexical Parser 

B. Syntactic and semantic analysis 

In the second module, Syntactic and semantic analysis. 
We have to Look up in Rule base we are mapping the 

tokens with Rules in the Rule base. This matching is 

semantic (meaningful) and check the structure of the 

sentence should be correct. The mapping is based on the 

relationship been established in the first module i.e. 

Lexical Parser. We have developed a ruled-based Hindi 

syntactic generator that determining the syntactic structure 

of the Hindi sentence. Structural mapping rules are used to 

determine the syntactic structure of the Hindi sentence by 

first recognizing a set of constituents from wordlist. 

Following figure illustrates a structural mapping rule that 

transforms the constituents into a feature structure that 
conforms to the syntactic rule that consists of a 

coordinator. 

Rule 1: 

Input: Hindi sentence 

Output: syntactic structure of a Hindi Sentence 

Structural mapping of SOV Rule: 

If coordination from the input Words, 

Subject (noun/pronoun+ ne) + 

Object (noun/pronoun+ se/ko)+  

verb  

Then  
Sentence= [coordination, subject, Object, verb] 

End Rule 

         Fig.2 A structural mapping of SOV rule 

Rule 2: 

Input: Hindi sentence 

Output: syntactic structure of a Hindi Sentence 

Structural mapping of Subject+verb Rule: 

If coordination from the input Words, 

Subject (noun/pronoun+ ne)+  

verb  

Then Sentence= [coordination, subject, verb] 

End Rule 
        Fig. 3 A structural mapping subject + verb rule 

Rule 3: 

Input: Hindi sentence 

Output: syntactic structure of a Hindi Sentence 

Structural mapping of noun / pronoun  

+ adverb+verb Rule: 

If coordination from the input Words, 

noun/pronoun +  

adverb+ verb  

Then Sentence= [coordination, noun/pronoun, 

adverb, verb] 
End Rule 

      Fig. 4 A structural mapping of noun/ pronoun +adverb   

+verb rule 

Once the syntactic structure of a sentence is determined, 

another set of rules are used to ensure the agreement 

relations between various elements in the sentence. We 

have implemented rules for different types of agreement 

relationships, such as subject–verb, noun–adjective-verb,  

pronoun–noun-verb etc. 

 

Algorithm for Semantic mapper 
Step 1:  The output from the first module i.e. 

 Lexical parser acts as input to the 

 Semantic/Syntactic Analyzer  

Step 2:  The tokens generated from the first module are 

 stored in Data Structure i.e. 

 Collection.  These tokens have grammatical 

 relations. 

Step 3:  Look up in Rule base we are mapping the tokens 

 with Rules in the Rule base. 

This matching is semantic (meaningful) and check the 

structure of the sentence should be correct. 

Step 4:  After matching the selected sentence kept as 
 another data structure. 
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Step 5:  identify which rule satisfied the condition. 

Step6:  If satisfied with condition then display the 

 message “The sentence is matched with defined 
 rule”. 

 

Following figure shows the working of the second module 

i.e. Syntactic Analyzer 
 

. 
Fig. 7 Illustration for syntactic Analyzer 

 

III.  RESULT ANALYSIS 

In this study, we measure the efficiency of Lexicon parser 

system for Hindi sentences. In this regard, Hindi sentences 

used for testing. The training corpus is gathered from 

“Hindi Wordnet” because all linguists of Hindi language 

are agreed that all Hindi words are found in this 

dictionary.  
 

The corpora were manually tagged with our own tagset. 

150 sentences were selected for testing. The lexicon 

contains approximate 36223 tagged words, among them 

the frequency of noun is 12890, pronoun is 137, verb is 

11294, adjective is 6259, adverb is 5643. 

 

During training and testing data, we have classified the 

words according to the part of speech and calculated the 

accuracy of each type of sentences.  

The evaluated results are shown in Table: 
 

TABLE 2 

HOW THE SENTENCE BROKEN INTO TOTAL 

NUMBERS OF WORDS CONTAIN LEXICON 

LIMITED LEXICON AND RULES WERE USED IN 

SYSTEM. 

Part of Speech Total Words 

Noun 12890 

Pronoun 137 

Verb 11294 

Adverb 5643 

Adjective 6259 

When more sentences are tested and rules will be added 

then accuracy will be increased. 

The GUI of Lexicon parser is classified into three 
windows: 

(1) Browser Text box (2) Output window (3) List of 

words.  
 

 
Fig. 7 Parser Output of  

 

The system read Hindi text; when terminator symbol is 

found then system compare each word of sentence with 

lexicon entries. If sentence is matched with the defined 

rule then information will display: “The sentence matched 

with defined rule” and output of the parser. If word in text 

found having multiple tags then system search most 
appropriate rule for the word. By applying rule, system 

selects most appropriate tagged word according to the 

context of sentence. If word is not found in the lexicon, 

then system will not display the information. 
 

TABLE 3 

CALCULATED ACCURACY OF SENTENCES 

Tested 

sentences 

Correct matched 

sentences 

Accuracy 

(%) 

150 134 89.33% 

 

Testing is performed with new 150 sentences and accuracy 

at different levels is calculated. The first phase which 

resolves the ambiguity for different grammatical category 

and assigns tag to each word in a sentence was found to 

have approximately 89.33% accuracy.  

 

IV. CONCLUSION 

In this paper we developed lexicon Parser for Devanagari 

script (Hindi), it shows how a Hindi sentence is parsed 

into tokens and then find the relationship between tokens 

using grammar and by using semantic representation 

generate a parse tree. Rule based approach used to 

resolves the disambiguity of words. In this study, lexicon 

and word disambiguation rules were discussed and 

presented.  Tagging and tokenization algorithms were 

developed and implemented for Devanagari text.   

The accuracy of 89.33% was achieved from Lexicon 

parser. During the experiments, it has been observed that 
the accuracy was low when we tested more ambiguity 

sentences and sentences of future tense. Similarly, when 

we tested sentences of simple present and past tenses then 

the accuracy was very high. 
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